19th Annual Brooklawn’s Intense Games

Event #5 – Terrible Tubes
PARTICIPANTS:

14 (7 pairs) – if there are less than 14 on a team, members may be in a
second pair

TIME ALLOWED:

Elapsed time will be recorded and scored as below…

SCORING:

PLACE
Student Teams
Adults/Alumni

1st
6
6

2nd
5
4

3rd
4
2

4th
3

5th
2

6th
1

EVENT RULES:
§

To start, three inner tubes will be placed on two large construction cones (1 or 2 on each) at the
opposite end of the lane from the start line. At the whistle the first pair must run to the opposite
end of their lane and remove the three tubes from these cones without using their hands. Once all
three tubes have been removed from the cones, the pair must place one inner tube around each of
their outside feet and the third around their inner feet. They must then race back to the starting
line with their feet inside the tubes. When crossing the start line, they must tag the hands of the
next pair.

§

The second pair now places their feet into the tubes in the same way while BEHIND the start line, and
then races with them back toward the cones. Once there, they must remove the tubes from their
feet and throw them onto the cones. Both cones must have at least one tube thrown onto them;
neither cone can receive all three tubes. All throws must take place with both feet behind the end
line, which will be marked by small cones. The cones themselves cannot be directly touched by any
participant – if one tips over or is knocked out of the lane, a judge will reset it. Once all three tubes
have been successfully thrown onto the cones, the second pair runs back to the start line to tag the
hands of the next pair.

§

The third, fifth, and seventh pairs will do the same as the first pair did. They must run to the cones
and remove the inner tubes from them using only their feet, then race with their feet in them back
to the start line.

§

The fourth and sixth pairs will do the same as the second pair did. They must place the inner tubes
around their feet BEHIND the start line, race with their feet in them to the cones, throw all three
tubes around the cones as described above, and then run back to the start line.

§

Seven pairs will participate in this event. While pairs may help one another, only the active pair may
be in front of the starting line. Also, at no time may any pair touch the tubes with their hands
between the start line and the end line. Once all members of the team are seated after the final
pair returns, the clock will be stopped and the time recorded.

PENALTIES:
§

A team that has a member accidentally touch the tubes with their hands while trying to remove
them from the cones may be assessed a ten second penalty, at the discretion of the judge.

§

A ten second penalty will be added to the elapsed time for each time a team member touches the
tubes with their hands after placing them around their legs.

